Divisio

™

side screen

IM#: 11-0003195

PERSONALIZED PRIVACY.
In today’s interconnected workplace, workers throughout their day quickly
shift from collaborative work to focused work and back again. The Divisio
side screen allows workers to personalize their space based on the type of
work that needs to be done. Users can easily remove the screen to allow
for collaboration, or add the screen on any worksurface to create territorial
boundary and privacy.

50% of workers lose up to 15 minutes a day
to distractions in or near their work area.
 2012 Steelcase Workplace Satisfaction Surveys

IM#: 11-0003254

IM#: 11-0003218

IM#: 11-0003239

BOUNDARY

PERSONALIZATION

FLEXIBILITY

The Divisio side screen provides privacy for
users, with a height that does not prevent
impromptu collaboration. The user movable
side screen features an 8" overhang off of the
worksurface for additional peripheral privacy.

Divisio allows users to personalize their work
space to meet their needs. The fabricwrapped, magnetic surface can be used
for visual display, while supporting a wide
range of aesthetics.

The finger-trigger clamp fits on any
worksurface ¾" to 1½" thick, allowing for
flexibility across multiple furniture solutions.
The screen can also be secured to the
worksurface if user mobility is not desired.

Watch a video about
how to move the
Divisio side screen.

STATEMENT OF LINE

SURFACE MATERIALS

SUSTAINABILITY

Brochure images shown in Cogent Connect in:

PEOPLE. PLANET. PROFIT.

Nickel
Wasabi

Fabric covered, magnetic side screen
29½" L x 115⁄8" H
Works with these product lines:
Answer®
c:scape®
FrameOne™
Universal
Elective Elements® 6

Colors are representative and may vary
slightly from actual material.

For a full range of fabrics, visit us online.

By rethinking our business systems and
designing our products to avoid negative impacts
on humans and the environment, we contribute
to a sustainable future for the planet and its
people. We commit to advance our practices
through continuous learning and building
partnerships with our customers, business
partners and environmental thought leaders to
optimize our performance and contribute to the
science and practice of sustainability.
To find out more visit
www.steelcase.com/sustainability

Call 800.333.9939 or visit steelcase.com
facebook.com/steelcase
twitter.com/steelcase
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